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Abstract

A case study about different network architectures in
Federated Machine Learning

Zonghao Lu

Modern artificial intelligence (AI) technology is developing rapidly in 
recent years. Data is an important factor driving the development of AI. 
With the development of mobile Internet, more and more data is generated 
in different fields every day along with data sensitivity issues. As a 
significant part of personal privacy, personal data must be respected 
and protected. Federated learning (FL) is a machine learning technology 
that can protect privacy because it keeps everyone’s data local.

Many types of research have already confirmed that the bottleneck of 
federated learning is the communication between the client and servers. 
Different ways of communication methods have various characteristics, 
resulting in differences inefficiency. We present a benchmark for our FL 
system using HTTP and gRPC communication protocol respectively to show 
that gRPC framework is faster and has better scalability than HTTP 
protocol mainly because of the different architectures and way of 
compacting message of these two different communication protocols. In 
addition, we found that the system may get crashed when the loads 
increased. A registration mechanism is proposed to deal with the problem 
of insufficient computing resources and apply a new model update 
strategy to make the training process finish in a shorter time.
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1 Introduction

As datasets become bigger and models progressively intricate, machine learning
technique raise an requirement dispersing the optimization of model parameters
over numerous machines [1]. Existing machine learning algorithms are intended
for exceptionally controlled conditions, such as a data-center, where the data
is IID (independently and identically distributed) over every node, and high-
throughput network are accessible. IID data is a basic assumption of many
machine learning algorithms.

However, various types of personal user data are sensitive and need to be pro-
cessed under the protection of privacy policy [2]. For example, the medical data
and personal financial data. Federated Learning (FL) is proposed to handle
this kind of situation. Federated learning is a distributed machine learning ap-
proach which enables training on a large corpus of decentralized data residing
on devices like mobile phones [3], decoupling the capacity to implement machine
learning algorithm from the need to have all the data in the cloud. The train-
ing data is kept locally on clients’ cell phones, and they are utilized as nodes
performing calculation on their local data so as to update a global model. This
naturally helps protect the privacy of sensitive data because everyone involved
in the training process keeps their data on their devices [4]. Thus, this technique
has a potential usage in many areas, such as image identification and keyboard
prediction [5].

Compared to traditional machine learning, the biggest challenge for FL is that
as the growth of computing power of modern smartphones, the communication
costs dominates the overall costs instead of the computational costs. The train-
ing process is divided into several rounds. When the number of parameters
in the machine learning model is large, this communication between global FL
server and each device will cost a lot which not allow us to connect frequently
especially when the data stored on the device changes. In order to benefit the
overall training e�ciency of FL system, it is very important to explore in depth
the performance of di�erent network architectures used to conduct the commu-
nication tasks. At the same time, it is also interesting to see if some optimization
strategies can be applied to accelerate the training.

In this paper, we will make a comparison over some popular data communication
protocols and benchmark the performance of each of them in some specific use
cases. Additionally, we come up with a smart training strategy to handle large
number of clients and the short of server computing resources.
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2 Literature Review

The concept of Federated Learning was first put forward by H.B McMahan et
al. in 2016 [3]. In this paper, the authors firstly termed a decentralized machine
learning technique as Federated Learning which left the training data distributed
on the mobile devices, and learnt a shared global model by aggregating locally-
computed updates. They also implemented a practical method for federated
learning of deep networks based on model averaging and did an empirical as-
sessment on five di�erent model structures and four various datasets to show
the FL method was robust on unbalanced and non-IID data distributions which
mentioned as a considerable challenge before. Also during these experiments,
the authors found that communication costs were the main bottleneck so they
proposed to increase the local computation which lead a reduction in required
global communication rounds to convergence.

This paper written by Jakub Konečny, H.B McMahan and others in 2016 [6],
tried to raise a new optimization algorithm which met the requirement of fed-
erated learning and di�ered from the traditional machine learning optimization
algorithms. As mentioned in many papers [7] [8], the imbalanced and non-IID
data breaks the hypothesis of many optimization algorithms, which makes it
an unavoidable problem need to be solved by the new algorithm in FL. Also,
communication e�ciency is absolutely critical and limiting the number of global
rounds is another goal. This paper compared many algorithms, such as gradient
descent, stochastic gradient descent, randomized coordinate descent, stochastic
average gradient and the distributed versions of them included. Two algorithms
were selected as a final result, the SVRG (Stochastic Variance Reduced Gra-
dient) algorithm [9] [10] and the DANE (Distributed Approximate Newton)
algorithm [11]. Then these two algorithms were combined in a specific way,
running the DANE algorithm first and using the SVRG algorithm as a local
server. Afterwards, the experiments showed that among all algorithms tested,
FSVRG, converged to optimal test classification accuracy with the least itera-
tions. This result provides a theoretical basis for the subsequent development
of federated learning.

At the same time, in order to further reduce communication costs, structured
updates and sketched updates were proposed by Jakub Konečny et al [12]. Struc-
tured updates means learning an update from a restricted space that can be
parametrized using a smaller number of variables. For example, the object
function of optimization algorithm H œ Rd1◊d2 can be decomposed into the
product of two matrices: H = AB, where A œ Rd1◊k

, B œ Rk◊d2 and k is en-
forced to be a fixed number. In the following computational steps, only matrix
B need to be optimized when A is randomly generated and considered as a
constant when doing local training on the client side. Thus, under this circum-
stances, matrix A can be compressed in the form of a random seed and only
trained matrix B need to be transmitted along with a small random seed. A
factor of d1/k in communication is immediately reduced. On the other hand,
sketched updates computes the full matrix H first with no constraints. After
that, before sending to the server, H will be compressed using approximation or
encoding methods which could cause data loss to some extent. The experiment
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showed very good result in minimising the amount of data transmitted using
the above-mentioned approaches with only 10% decrease in accuracy which is
acceptable. This progress also benefits very limited upload bandwidth, which
commonly happens in practice.

Moreover, a scalable production system for Federated Learning in the domain
of mobile devices, based on Google TensorFlow was designed in 2019 [13] pub-
lished by Keith Bonawitz et al. In this paper, the authors reported on a system
design for federated learning in the domain of mobile phones, especially Android
environment. Many practical problems, such as complexity of local data dis-
tribution, unstable device connectivity and limited device storage and compute
resources occurred at the communication protocol, client, and server levels. As
a result, they made their system be able to be deployed in production and solve
applied learning tasks over millions of devices and even more. Although the
authors pointed out at last that there are still lots of things to be done as future
works, the development of federal learning is now in a new stage which can be
easily put into practice.

As discussed in the previous paragraph, the choice of communication proto-
col can influence the performance of FL system a lot. Here are already some
works talking about the di�erent usages of HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Proto-
col) and RPC (Remote Procedure Call) framework. HTTP is usually used in
web applications. However, because of its stateless, it is not easy to conduct
a continuous two-way communication [14]. Thus, a client/server two-way com-
munication framework under HTTP protocol was invented in this paper. A
caching mechanism was introduced in this system except the server and the
clients. After initialization, each application in the server build connection with
corresponding client and maintain the componentization for each application,
which eliminated bottleneck for the communication framework sharing by all
applications in the server.

RPC is another popular framework in distributed application design. During the
early development stage, though it is simple, transparent and widely accepted
by users, RPC still has many drawbacks on parallelism and reliability [15]. A
new kind of communication cooperation mechanism supporting the cooperation
among all distributed entities of the system was proposed by the authors. The
experiment showed a good result not only in improving parallelism, but also
making it more reliable and having the ability to support group communication.

gRPC is an implementation of RPC framework developed by Google. Math-
uriya and others researched on the performance of scaling gRPC Tensorflow on
up to 512 nodes with stochastic gradient descent algorithm [16]. Their analy-
sis indicates that using high-speed interconnect bandwidth by the current dis-
tributed algorithm and implementation of Tensorflow in production, which uses
the gRPC protocol has a good solution but not the optimal approach because
the current gRPC protocol limits the maximum amount of bandwidth that can
be utilized by each node. However, their work proves huge potential of adopting
gRPC as communication protocol doing distributed machine learning tasks.

In one word, all these previous works indicate that federated learning has a
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bright future, but still need to face and solve some challenges, and choosing the
communication protocol is one of the most important point here. Thus, it is our
work to further explore some of the configurations of FL in practice including
choosing communication protocol, bench-marking them and making some little
progress to solve the problems exposed in this process.
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3 Background

3.1 Federated Learning

Federated Learning is the core concept in this work. Simply put, federated learn-
ing is a kind of distributed machine learning approach which involves resource-
constrained edge compute devices in, such as mobile phones as the most common
example, to learn a shared global model for prediction, while keeping the train-
ing data local. This decentralized approach to train models provides privacy,
security, regulatory and economic benefits [7].

Figure 1: Federating learning system

Figure 1 illustrates how a FL system works in practice. There are numerous
clients in this system, and each of them has their own training data. The
amount and quality of data on each client can be of great di�erence. In general,
the number of clients should be much larger than the amount of data stored
in each client. The imbalance and non-IID local data are two most prominent
characteristics of federated learning comparing to traditional machine learning.
In a single global commutation round, clients first train their own local model
(the same model) separately, then there local trained models will be sent to
the server. After receiving the local models, the server will process them with a
specific strategy to generate a global model which will be sent back to all clients.

The most common used algorithm in processing the local models on the server is
called Federated Averaging Algorithm [6]. This idea is inspired by an experiment
showed that the loss surfaces of su�ciently over-parameterized neutral networks
are surprisingly well-behaved and in particular less prone to bad local minimum.
Furthermore, when two models are started from the same random initialization
and then again train each independently on a di�erent subset of the data, the
naive parameter averaging works surprisingly well [17] [18]. Based on this theory,
Equation 1 is the core of Federated Averaging Algorithm, where w is the weights
need to be learnt, n is the total amount of local data, K is the number of clients
and k is clients’ number.

w
k
t+1 Ω

Kÿ

k=1

nk

n
w

k
t+1 (1)
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When it comes to implementation details, there are some issues about param-
eter configuration worth discussing. As we all know, in conventional machine
learning algorithms, there exist many adjustable hyper-parameters, such as the
learning rate ÷ and the batch size B (especially in batch-learning). While in
federated learning, there are another two notable parameters, i.e., the fraction
of clients participating in the training (not all of the clients are active in each
global round) C and C = 0 corresponds to one client per round. E, the number
of training passes each client makes over its local dataset on each round, reflects
the use of local computing power. Di�erent combination of these parameters
has di�erent influence on the process of federated learning, especially the num-
ber of global rounds required for convergence. Generally speaking, increasing
parallelism and computation per client, which means bigger C and E, could
decrease the communication rounds the most.

3.2 Hypertext Transfer Protocol

The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an application protocol for dis-
tributed, collaborative, hypermedia information systems [19]. HTTP is consid-
ered as the foundation of data communication for the World Wide Web, where
hypertext contents include hyperlinks to resources on other pages that user can
get access to easily. The HTTP/1.1 version was first documented in 1997 and
a more e�ective version was published in 2015 known as HTTP/2 [20].

Generally, HTTP is implemented in a server program and a client program,
which execute on various end systems and communicate with each other through
HTTP messages. HTTP defines the structure of these messages and how the
customer and server make the exchange of messages happen. A request–response
model (Figure 2) plays a significant role here, for example, a web browser can
act as a client and sent an HTTP request message to a server which could be
a computer hosting a web service. Afterwards, the server will package all the
resources such as HyperText Markup Language (HTML) files and other content
including completion status information about the request as a response message
and finally return them to the client [21].

Figure 2: A request-response model used in HTTP
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Using HTTP has the following features [22] [23]:

• Supporting client-server model As described in the above paragraph, sup-
porting client-server (request-response) model is one of the biggest feature
of HTTP and it can bee naturally extended to multiple clients. This is
also the reason that HTTP is adopted by most of modern web services,
which need this kind of client-server model as the foundation of whatever
service they provide.

• Simple and fast When a client requests a service from a server, only the
request method and path need to be transmitted. Common request meth-
ods include GET, HEAD, and POST and each method specifies a di�erent
type of client-server connection. Because the HTTP protocol is simple and
clear in definition, the program size of the HTTP server would be small,
so the working e�ciency is relatively high.

• Flexible HTTP allows the transmission of any type of data object. The
type being transmitted is marked by a field called Content-Type carried
by HTTP header. Along with Json, which is the most commonly used text
message type in HTTP communication, it can even handle media type of
data such as pictures, audios and videos.

• Connectionless The meaning of connectionless is to limit the server deal-
ing with only one request per connection. After the server processes
the client’s request and receives the client’s response, it disconnects the
connection. Though, HTTP also o�ers persistent connection, also called
HTTP keep-alive, or HTTP connection reuse, is the idea of using a single
TCP connection to send and receive multiple HTTP requests/responses,
as opposed to opening a new connection for every single request/response
pair.

• Stateless As mentioned above, and it is an immediate consequence of HTTP
being a stateless protocol. A stateless protocol means that the protocol
has no memory for transaction processing and the server only knows about
the client during a current request. Due to the lack of state, if subsequent
processing requires the previous information, it must be retransmitted
between di�erent requests. However, some APIs are easy to cache as well
if needed.

• Extensible Proposed in HTTP/1.0, HTTP headers are very import part
of HTTP message, which let the client and the server pass additional
information with an HTTP request or response. It is easy to introduce
a new functionality by just adding a straightforward agreement between
the client and the server about a new header’s semantics.

• RESTful-API REST, represents for Representational State Transfer, pro-
posed in 2000 by Roy Fielding [24], is a software architectural style that
defines a set of constraints to be used for creating Web services. Web
services that conform to the REST architectural style, called RESTful.
HTTP protocol, represented by the RESTful specification, has great ad-
vantages. It has good readability, easy and direct to use, supported by
firewalls and having a cross-language support.
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Above six aspects of HTTP are two-edged sword, not only bringing HTTP a
lot of advantages and making it so popular worldwide, but also introducing
some drawbacks according to the requirements of contemporary web applica-
tions. For example, in the early Internet environment (1990s), the server need
to handle web page access to a huge amount of clients around the world at the
same time, but each client exchanged data with the server intermittently (i.e.,
the transmission is sudden and instantaneous). And the associativeness and
divergence of web browsing result in low correlation between the data in two
transmissions, then most of the channels will actually be idle and unnecessarily
occupied. Therefore, the aim of connectionless is to establish a connection when
requested and release the connection after the request, so as to release resources
as soon as possible to serve other clients. However, as time goes by, web pages
become more and more complicated, and a lot of pictures may be embedded in
it. At this time, it is ine�cient to build a connection every time the picture
is accessed. Moreover, re-transmission caused by stateless may result in an in-
crease in the amount of data transferred per connection if subsequent processing
requires the previous information. On the other hand, the server responds faster
when it does not need previous records.

3.3 Remote Procedure Call

Remote procedure call (RPC) is a protocol that provides the high-level commu-
nications paradigm used in the operating system [25] and was first designed for
communication in early distributed systems. Taking into account factors such
as high performance and high reliability, more and more distributed systems
come into the stage, which put a lot of functions that can be shared separately
into a server and let other services call them. It is obvious that HTTP can be
applied in this kind of tasks, but a HTTP request must be sent every time it is
called. In order to make the user not feel the existence of the calling process, and
just like using the local method, RPC is one proper solution. Bruce Jay Nelson
is commonly credited with instituting the expression “Remote System Call” in
1981 [26]. Generally, RPC origins from the observation of the mechanism for
transfer of control and data within a program running on a single computer.
Thus, it is raised up that this equivalent component be extended to over a con-
nected network. At the point when a remote procedure (usually a function) is
invoked, the calling program is suspended, the parameters are passed over the
network to the machine where the procedure is to execute. After the procedure
finishes, the results are then passed back to the calling machine [27].

Figure 3 illustrates how RPC system works. The design of RPC consists of
Client, Client stub, Network, Server stub, and Server. Among the above five
components, Client is seen as caller who will call the service. Client stub is used
to serialize the called methods and parameters, which must be converted into
bytes in order to be transmitted in the network. Network is used to transmit
this information to the Server stub and Server stub is used to deserialize these
information. Server is the service owner and provider, and the final call is the
method provided by Server [26]. The client calls the remote interface method
like a local method. The RPC framework provides a proxy implementation of
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Figure 3: Structure of RPC framework

the interface. The agent encapsulates the call information and forwards the call
for actual execution.

RPC is user friendly, because all parts in the dotted box in Figure 3 are invisible
to users, so users only need to consider how to deal with the APIs (application
program interface) provided by RPC framework for local programming. The
caller calls an internal method, but the RPC framework has already replaced
it with a remote method. At the same time, the readability of the communica-
tion data need not to be good which only need to be understood by the RPC
framework, so the e�ciency can be higher. Last but not least, RPC framework
generally has a registration center with rich monitoring, management, publish-
ing and dynamic expansion, etc., which are imperceptible and unified to the
caller.

3.4 gRPC

gRPC is a modern open source high performance RPC framework that can
run in any environment. It can e�ciently connect services in and across data
centers with pluggable support for load balancing, tracing, health checking and
authentication [28]. It was born out of a single general-purpose RPC infras-
tructure called Stubby has been used by Google to make connections between
nodes in their data center for some years. As an open-source implementa-
tion of RPC framework, it uses protocol bu�ers as both its Interface Definition
Language (IDL) and as its underlying message interchange format (see Fig-
ure 4) [29]. Protocol bu�ers is Google’s mature open source mechanism for
serializing structured data, in where data is structured as messages and each
message is a small logical record of information containing a series of name-value
pairs called fields. Protocol bu�er messages are in the binary wire format which
is not self-described, thus it can reach much larger compression ratio than JSON
or XML message which is often used in HTTP protocol. Then gRPC will han-
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dle the issues of serialization and deserialization for the user. On the one hand,
gRPC uses HTTP/2 as its communication protocol, which is more e�cient than
HTTP/1.1 because HTTP/2 defines a smaller and less complicated specification
of messages [30]. On the other hand, with Http/2 based transport, in addition to
the simplest unary RPC including a single request and response, gRPC also pro-
vides additional three kinds of way to transfer data, response-streaming RPC,
request-streaming RPC and bi-directional streaming RPC. The bi-directional
streaming RPC is a combination of those of the request-streaming method and
the response-streaming method with relatively higher e�ciency. The client and
server can read and write messages in any order since the two streams are in-
dependent. For instance, a server can hold up until it has received everything
from the client before writing its messages, or the server and client can play
”ping-pong” – the server gets a request, at that point sends back a response,
then the client sends another request dependent on the response, etc. This fea-
ture would be useful in many kinds of usage scenarios, especially when data
need to be exchanged very frequently [31].

Figure 4: Communication between clients and server in gRPC

3.5 Comparison of HTTP and RPC

RPC and HTTP are not opposite. Both of them have advantages and disad-
vantages. HTTP can even be used as the communication protocol in RPC.
RPC is a design and implementation framework, and the communication pro-
tocol is only a part of it. This is also the biggest di�erence between HTTP and
RPC. Moreover, the essence of RPC is providing a lightweight and unconscious
cross-process communication method. Calling other methods on a distributed
machine is no di�erent from local calls (the process of remote call is transparent
and services can be decoupled through RPC). RPC is defined based on APIs of
programming languages, not network-based applications. It is more convenient,
secure to use RPC, and the message is smaller which makes the system more
e�cient.

According to the application aspect, HTTP interface is a communication method
that is often used to solve the early stage of information isolated islands when
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there are few interfaces and less interaction between systems. The advantages
of using HTTP are simple, direct, and convenient to develop. It is a ready-made
protocol for transmission. However, if there is a large website with many internal
subsystems and many interfaces, the benefits of the RPC framework are shown.
RPC creates a long link and doesn’t need to do three-way handshake [32] (also
know as sending acknowledgement) every time, which reduces network overhead.
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4 Experiments

In order to measure the performance of di�erent network architectures used in
FL, especially the exact time consumed during the communication stage, we
prepare three machine learning models with various size (small, medium and
large). Furthermore, in actual use cases, FL system always has more than
one client. The biggest di�erence between federated learning and traditional
datacenter-based distributed machine learning is that the number of clients is
much larger than the number of data stored by each client, so we will also test
how the speed of data exchange varies as the number of client increasing.

4.1 Environment Configuration

The experiments in this paper were conducted in virtual machines created on
OpenStack. OpenStack is a scalable, compatible and open-source IaaS (Infras-
tructure as a Service) platform for cloud computing [33]. Each of the clients
and the server are all simulated by virtual machines running Ubuntu 18.04
LTS version as their operating system. These virtual machines have four Intel
Xeon E312xx processors (2194MHz) and a memory of eight gigabytes. All the
computing resources are provided by SNIC (Swedish National Infrastructure
for Computing), but they are in independent regions, which more realistically
simulates actual situation because it is almost impossible for a client to be on
the same LAN as the server in practice. We set our server node in Uppmax
region and the client nodes in HP2C region. Because we are benchmarking the
communication speed, it is necessary to know the bandwidth between the server
and the clients. As far as we tested, the max bandwidth is around 877.2Mbps
(megabytes per second) bidirectionally, which can be a reference for the follow-
ing testing results. All the testing codes are written in Python 3.8.

4.2 Implementation

4.2.1 HTTP based FL

In python, there is more than one way to implement a HTTP based server/-
client communication system, such as Python built-in SimpleHTTPServer lib
and http.server lib. However, we choose to use Flask along with Socket.io to
implement the federated learning framework. Flask is a web framework. This
means flask provides users with tools, libraries and technologies to build a web
application. Flask is part of the categories of the micro-framework. Micro-
framework are normally framework with little to no dependencies to external
libraries, which means that the framework is light, there are little dependency to
update and watch for security bugs [34]. Socket.io is a powerful tool for creating
real-time applications with two-way communication between the server-side and
the client-side in a syntax that looks as if you are just triggering and listening
to events [35].
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In our program, there are totally five stages for one global round (See Figure 5).
First, any clients will join the federated learning process will register at the
server and get the primary global model. The global model (usually neural
network) they get has the same structure and initial parameters. Afterwards,
when clients are ready for training, which often means they have prepared their
data, they will send a message to the server, then the training start on clients
as soon as they receive the server’s response. The training process is supported
by Pytorch [36], a very famous and popular Python library for deep learning.
The server will wait for all the clients’ local models and do an average on them
to generate a new global model. There is a parameter controlling how many
clients participate in the update, but in this experiment, always all the clients
contribute to the global model. In actual implementation, there are totally three
code modules shown as Figure 6.

Figure 5: System design for HTTP based FL

Figure 6: Class Diagram for HTTP based FL

The local training will last for ten rounds. We only measure the communication
time between clients and the server, excluding the training time for each round.
We test on three neural networks of di�erent sizes. CNN means a small con-
volution neural network created by us manually, having a size of 165241 bytes.
Densenet [37] is bigger one and it has 43411617 bytes. Vgg19 is the biggest
network we test, published by visual geometry group from Oxford University,
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which occupies 766253269 bytes space. All the models are transmitted in form
of pickle string. The result is shown in Figure 7. It is worth noting that the
system crashes after the number of clients increasing to 5 on Vgg19, so there is
blank area in the third graph (more explanation about the crash in section 4.4).

Figure 7: Communication Time for Di�erent Neural Networks with HTTP

Figure 8: Class Diagram for gRPC based FL

4.2.2 Unary RPC based FL

As we have discussed previously, gRPC provides a simple unary RPC for com-
munication. The system structure is similar to HTTP-based FL, while there is
not request-response pattern. The server o�ers two functions including sending
model and getting model, can be remotely called by clients (see Figure 8). The
getting model function has two options, one is for initialization and the other is
used for training stage. When using gRPC framework, it is necessary to define
the message type and the framework will handle issues about serialization and
deserialization. In this case, the most important message type is Model type
shown below.

1 message Model {
2 s t r i n g model = 1 ;
3 i n t32 id = 2 ;
4 i n t32 gr = 3 ;
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5 f loat l l = 4 ;
6 }

Along with the pickle string containing the model, id is the identifier of each
client and gr represents for the current number of global round. The last variable
ll is used to record the local loss for the training process, which can be as a
criterion to decide whether the algorithm has converged. Figure 9 is the graph
demonstrating the consumed time. When the number of clients are more than
10 using Vgg19, it also crashed.

Figure 9: Communication Time for Di�erent Neural Networks with Unary gRPC

4.2.3 Bidirectional-streaming RPC based FL

Bidirectional-streaming RPC is one of the four modes gRPC supporting. It has
a higher e�ciency than unary RPC in some specific situations [38], so it is worth
to have a try. Everything kept the same as the unary RPC system, including
the class diagram and the only di�erence is that the message with model string
is cut into small pieces and be sent as streaming. Under the same conditions,
we got the following results (see Figure 10 and it also can’t work well after the
number of clients go above 10 with Vgg19.

Figure 10: Communication Time for Di�erent Neural Networks with
Bidirectional-streaming gRPC
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Figure 11: Comparison of Communication Time
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4.3 Result Analysis

In Figure 11, the average communication time of each communication protocol
for di�erent neural networks is plotted and in the third graph, 0 means the
system shut down. One obvious thing is, as the number of clients increases, the
communication time between the server and the client also increases when using
HTTP protocol. However, gRPC’s performance is relatively stable, while it also
appeared that the communication time increased with the number of customers
when encountered Vgg19 which is a very big model. Moreover, from this result,
it is not hard to find that both unary RPC and streaming RPC performs much
better than HTTP protocol. We guess that this somehow reflects the influence
of di�erent message format used by gRPC and HTTP (see section 3.4). For
the same CNN model having a size of 336697 bytes, gRPC message only takes
80 bytes whilst a JSON format HTTP message takes 336710 bytes. Last but
not least, in most cases bidirectional-streaming RPC is even better than unary
RPC except in the first case (CNN), but the gap is not considerable here.

4.4 Problems and Improvements

In the previous analysis, there is one problem that catch our attention. All
the three kind of FL systems crash when model Vgg19 is transmitted in more
than one client, but the reason causing crash is slightly di�erent for HTTP
and gRPC. For HTTP, the system continues to run normally, but no response is
received after waiting for more than five minutes, then we shut down it manually.
However, for gRPC, it is a direct system crash. Thus, it can be reasonably
inferred that HTTP doesn’t suit when processing large model in multi-client
tasks because it is too time-consuming. At the same time, for the gRPC protocol
that shows good scalability in the small model, we want to further explore why
it crashes in Vgg19.

In order to see what happened inside the system and to find the bottleneck,
we monitored the usage of computing resources including CPU and memory on
both the server and the client while the program running with the middle size
model DenseNet. The incoming and out-coming network bandwidth are also
checked.

[1] [2]

Figure 12: Usage of CPU and Memory for 1 client in 300 seconds
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Figure 13: Usage of CPU and Memory for 5 clients in 300 seconds

[1] [2]

Figure 14: Usage of CPU and Memory for 10 clients in 300 seconds

[1] [2]

Figure 15: Usage of CPU and Memory for 15 clients in 300 seconds

[1] [2]

Figure 16: Usage of CPU and Memory for 20 clients in 300 seconds
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From Figure 12 to Figure 16, we can see that the server and client are using
their respective CPUs alternately, and the interval between them happens to be
the time for message communication. Another finding is when the number of
clients becomes larger, the use of CPU is maintained at a balanced level, but
memory usage continues to increase. On the other hand, Figure 17 shows the
usage of network from 1 client to 20 clients on the server side. Because more
clients are transferring data with the server, both incoming and out-coming
bandwidth gradually increase. The incoming bandwidth curve is above the
out-coming curve, this phenomenon is because the time for di�erent clients to
transmit messages to the server is not the same, while once the server completes
the averaging of local models, it will distribute the global model to all clients
simultaneously, which will occupy a large bandwidth. However, the maximum
bandwidth of the server is around 800-900 Mbps, thus the bandwidth utilization
is far from the upper limit. In summary, it is reasonable to assume that the 8
gigabytes memory of the server limits our FL system.

Figure 17: Maximum Bandwidth Usage for 1-20 clients

Another test has been done, using Vgg19 as the initialized model and setting
the number of clients to 15. It can be clearly seen from Figure 18 that the
memory usage reached 100% after about 40 seconds and then both CPU and
memory usage drop to 0, which means the program crashed. This confirms our
conjecture that memory limitation is the main cause of crash.

It is known that the size of a Vgg19 network is close to 800MB, when the
number of clients exceeds 10, it will occupy more than 8GB memory. To solve
this problem, we introduced a query and registration mechanism for our FL
system (see Figure 19). Before any type of communication happening between
the server and clients, the client need to have a permit. The server has a
limitation on the number of clients that can connect at the same time. If the
number of connected clients has reached the limit, the new connection request
will be delayed. Through this way, it can be guaranteed that the number of
clients conducting data transmission tasks with the server at the same time is
lower than a specific value, and this value is often determined according to the
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Figure 18: Usage of CPU and Memory for 15 clients in 300 seconds

Figure 19: Class Diagram for gRPC based FL with registration mechanism

size of the server’s memory.

Figure 20 is the record of CPU and memory usage after applying the new mech-
anism. Now the memory usage is always below 100% and the system works well.
This proves that our method is e�ective in solving the shortage of computing
resources. Usually in practice, there will be thousands of clients participating
in federated learning, and no server in the world has enough resources to deal
with all the clients. Thus it is important to make our federated learning system
have very good scalability and one can easily add more clients.

Although the above-mentioned approach works well in allocating the server’s
computing resources, it costs more time for communication, especially when
compared with the case of one single client (see Figure 21). There is a nearly
10 times gap between the fastest client and the slowest one, which is caused by
waiting for a permit from the server.
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Figure 20: Usage of CPU and Memory for 20 clients in 300 seconds

4.5 A ‘smart’ strategy —— Further Improvements

From the previous analysis, we can see that the improved FL system performs
better in scalability but takes more time for a single communication round.
Next, we come up with an optimization algorithm that uses only part of the
local models for averaging, in order to reduce the overall training time. In
the following experiment, we try to train a CNN model with 20 clients for 20
global rounds. For the smart strategy, only the first five local models received
by the server will be averaged. Other clients will directly get the global model
after averaging when they connect to the server. In contrast, we use traditional
methods for training, i.e., the server waits for all local models before averaging.
Figure 22 is the loss plot for smart strategy and traditional algorithm respec-
tively. There is no significant di�erence in convergence speed from these two
graphs, but the first algorithm only took 873 seconds to complete 20 rounds
global training, while the traditional algorithm need about 1000 seconds. This
smart strategy gives a 15% improvement in total training time and there is no
evidence showing the convergence speed will be a�ected.
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Figure 21: Communication Time for 1 client and 20 clients using Vgg19

[1] [2]

Figure 22: Loss for Improved Algorithm
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we benchmarked the communication time between the server
and the client for three models with di�erent size using HTTP and gRPC as
communication protocol respectively. At the same time, the number of clients
increased from 1 to 20, in purpose of testing the scalability of federated learning
system. The result shows that gRPC framework is better than HTTP in many
aspects. gRPC is much more faster dealing with any kind of model, and has
a stable performance when the number of clients increase compared to HTTP.
Furthermore, the bidirectional-streaming gRPC has better performance than
unary gRPC in most instances. We also provide an improved algorithm solving
the problem with regard to shortage of computing resources. Besides, another
updating strategy is proposed which can accelerate the total training time by
15%.

As far as we know, federated learning is not perfect now and there are a lot
of work to be done. The bottleneck of this emerging technology is the com-
munication time between server and client. New machine learning optimization
algorithm which can reduce the training round is urgently needed. Last but not
least, it is shown that the simplicity of a framework makes its performance less
sensitive to configuration settings, and parameters of the application load, but
which also means unreliable and unsafe [39]. The development of network in-
formation transmission technology will also benefits federated learning if a new
framework with simplicity, reliability and security at the same time is invented.
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